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The 250-521 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 250-521 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 250-521 exam is very challenging, but with our 250-521 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 250-521 exam on your FIRST TRY!
Symantec 250-521 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for 250-521 exam
- Try a demo before buying any Symantec exam
- 250-521 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 250-521 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 250-521 tested and verified before publishing
- 250-521 exam questions with exhibits
- 250-521 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring Symantec certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 250-521 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 250-521 test is an important part of Symantec certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 250-521 exam is essential and core part of Symantec certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 250-521 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Symantec 250-521 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 250-521 now!
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Question: 1
A system administrator has communicated an interest in using the Net Backup Flash Backup
feature of the Advanced Client. What key technical information must you gather in order to know
whether this feature would be appropriate?
A. Number of files on the file system
B. Frequency of backups needed
C. Density of the tapes being used for backups
D. Age of the files on the file systemWArialZX
Answer: A
Question: 2
Your environment consists of several Net Backup 5.0 domains as well as Backup Exec 9.1 and
8.6 servers. You want to monitor all backup operations from a single console. Which product will
allow this?
A. Data Lifecycle Manager
B. Remote Administration Console
C. Global Data Manager
D. Advanced ReporterWArialZX
Answer: C
Question: 3
You must design a data protection solution for a large number of Windows 2003 servers
configured as Net Backup clients. Security is a high priority. Which two items must be protected in
order to preserve security configurations in the event of a disaster? (Choose two)
A. Active Directory
B. DHCP servers
C. Routing servers
D. Certificate serversWArialZX
Answer: A, D
Question: 4
What are three factors to consider when planning a highly available Net Backup environment?
(Choose three.)
A. Is there more than one switch in your network environment?
B. How many people are being cross-trained as Net Backup Administrators?
C. Is the master server in a supported high availability configuration?
D. Is there more than one backup window per night? WArialZX
Answer: A, B, C
Question: 5
What effect does a multiplex backup have on the restore time of a single file?
A. Increases file seek time on tape
B. Decreases catalog overhead
C. Increases multithreading overhead
D. Decreases tape mount timeWArialZX
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Answer: A
Question: 6
You are determining the scope of a data protection solution. You have already analyzed
preferences and deadlines. Which two other items must be analyzed before you can provide a
solution? (Choose two.)
A. Information in the SLA
B. Network infrastructure
C. Number of employees
D. Number of tapes purchasedWArialZX
Answer: A, B
Question: 7
You want to evaluate an environment for a Net Backup 5.0 implementation. You are already
aware of which servers will be the master and media servers and which agents will be used.
What else do you determine in order to provide the proper installation requirements for Net
Backup?
A. Is Name Resolution functioning properly?
B. Is every client present in the master server hosts file?
C. Is the root partition on the master server mirrored?
D. Is mySQL installed?WArialZX
Answer: A
Question: 8
Which three items are considered in a Data Protection design? (Choose three.)
A. Company hardware standards
B. The type of cabling used for networks and SAN
C. Data throughput speeds over networks and SAN
D. Business requirements for recovery point and timeWArialZX
Answer: A, C, D
Question: 9
When determining the required backup performance of a Data Protection design, which three
items should be determined? (Choose three.)
A. Media server backup performance
B. Network and SAN data rates
C. Capacity of tape media
D. Client backup windowsWArialZX
Answer: A, B, D
Question: 10
Which three items are optional considerations in a Data Protection design? (Choose three.)
A. Using supported server platforms
B. Using agents for databases
C. Using mirror snapshots for backups
D. Using a private backup networkWArialZX
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